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This document announces the first release of the Oracle Retail Modeling Engine
(ORME). ORME is one application in the Oracle Retail Advanced Science Engine
(ORASE) suite. ORASE is the centralized science engine that supports retail business
processes by driving analytics for both ORME and for Oracle Retail Assortment and
Space Optimization (ORASO, also known as ASO).

ORASE is architected in a modular fashion to serve as a centralized science engine
supporting multiple solutions. Note that the applications within ORASE may be
licensed separately.

Product and Solution Overview
ORME performs data mining and develops analytical parameters to support business
processes in Oracle Retail Category Management, Oracle Retail Demand Forecasting
(RDF) and Oracle Retail Analytics. The ORME 14.0 release is comprised of the
following modules:

■ Customer Decision Tree (CDT)

■ Demand Transference (DT)

■ Advanced Clustering (AC)

■ Market Basket Analysis (MBA)

ORASE Delivers Centralized Science with Modular Packaging
The figure below and the discussion that follows illustrate the interaction among the
various components that comprise ORASE. The four acronyms shown within Oracle
Retail Category Management are the following:

■ Category Planning (CP)

■ Assortment Planning and Optimization (APO)

■ Macro Space Optimization (MSO), formerly known as ASOSpace (Macro)

■ Assortment and Space Optimization (ORASO, also known as ASO)

Note: For more information about each of the following products,
see its documentation set, including its Release Notes for 14.0: Oracle
Retail Assortment Space and Optimization, Oracle Retail Category
Management, Oracle Retail Analytics, and Oracle Retail Demand
Forecasting.
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Integration with Oracle Retail Analytics
ORASE has its own intra-ETL (extraction, transform, and load) ability that reads from
Oracle Retail Analytics (RA), Oracle Retail's data warehouse solution. ORASE
leverages data from RA via direct schema reads and is designed to be co-deployed on
the same database. In addition ORASE has its own schema that has been optimized for
analytical processing needed for its science modules.

The Oracle Retail Merchandising System (RMS)/RA ETL is available to ORASE
retailers, so that they can load ORASE data from RMS into the RA and ORASE
schemas. See the RA and RMS documentation sets for more information on the ETL
associated with RMS and RA.

Common UI and Workflow
ORASE solutions share a common workflow and user interface (UI). The workflow
represents tasks that are common for most analytical activities. These tasks include the
following:

■ Data filtering

■ Modeling

■ Pruning

Note: The MSO libraries are packaged with Oracle Retail Predictive
Application Server (RPAS), Release 14.0. However, the configuration
of a workflow is considered to be a custom effort on the part of the
retailer and partner and is not packaged with this release. See the
Oracle Retail Category Management Configuration Guide, Release 13.3 for
reference information as to how a retailer/partner could configure the
MSO libraries and special expressions into a workflow. Note that MSO
was formerly known as ASOSpace (Macro).
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■ Escalating, finalizing, and approving the resulting analytical parameters

The common workflow enables users to learn and adopt new science modules. For
example, a retailer that uses Demand Transference and the Customer Decision Tree
may then be able to more easily learn and use Advanced Clustering and other aspects
of demand modeling. This approach lowers the future total cost of ownership as
centralized science teams manage aspects of ORASE and implement various science
modules.

Customer Decision Trees (CDTs)
Customer Decision Trees with their dynamic hierarchical structure help retailers gain
insights into the customer’s decision process. CDT results illustrate a prioritization or
importance of specific product attributes that determined the customer's purchase.
CDTs illustrate the order of priorities that shoppers use when choosing exactly which
product to buy. For example, when selecting a specific yogurt, does the customer shop
first by flavor, by brand, or by package size? When a retailer plans shelf assortments,
the data surrounding the relative importance of product attributes is essential.

CDTs are useful in helping retailers understand why customers choose certain
products, at what point they will leave without buying, and when they are
comfortable switching to an alternative. This understanding enables retailers to select
a profitable range of products and display them effectively.

The output of a CDT is used to rationalize assortments for specific consumer
segments. The CDT's structure also provides attribute ranking, which measures the
importance of each attribute to the consumer relative to the other attributes within the
category. The decision process varies for each consumer segment within the category,
which in turn influences the importance of attributes to vary per consumer segment.

This release of the product includes new science that mines retailer data to understand
consumer behavior and preferences across multiple channels to develop CDTs. The
solution provides insights into what attributes are driving customer purchases. This
CDT generation process can be further informed by retailer business insights around
attribute prioritization or supplier CDTs.

Customer-centric CDTs can be leveraged within the Category Management solution to
deliver customer-focused Commerce Anywhere channel-specific assortment strategies.
This functionality enables retailers to round out their assortment across channels,
staying focused on the customer as they traverse and shop across multiple different
channels.

Demand Transference (DT)
Demand Transference refers to the shifting or transfer of demand among items within
an assortment, as items are added to or deleted from the assortment. This functionality
provides retailers with the ability to make informed assortment decisions based on the
importance of attributes and the substitutability of products.

Demand Transference provides visibility to the potential of Category Sales, Revenue
and Profit by identifying where:

■ SKUs cannibalize each other as more SKUs are added to the assortment.

■ Demand shifts to "similar" SKUs in the assortment as SKUs are deleted.

■ What demand is potentially lost as SKUs are deleted from the assortment.
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■ Some Categories are more elastic than others (adding more SKUs enhances
incremental sales).

Demand Transference science mines retailer data to identify Demand Transference
effects, which are then used within Category Management and RDF to drive plans and
forecasts informed by planned assortment changes. Assortment Space and
Optimization uses the results from DT.

Advanced Clustering
Advanced clustering is a solution to this business challenge: How can a retailer
become more customer-centric and localized and still balance its return on investment
if it must incur operational costs by attempting to be store specific for every category?
Advanced clustering builds store clusters with similar consumer demand patterns and
integrates those clusters into solutions such as assortment planning, category
management, pricing, promotion, allocation and/or the supply chain. Note that this
type of a clustering of stores is restricted to a trading area in the Category
Management solution, meaning stores with similar demand patterns can be grouped
within the trading area only. Stores in different trading areas with similar demand
patterns are not supposed to be clustered together from a Category Management
workflow perspective.

The solution also has the following key features:

■ An intuitive UI and a five step workflow

■ Dynamic nested clustering "on the fly," so you can see initial results and modify
them, as opposed to needing for them to be pre-configured

■ Deployable on the cloud

■ System recommended scenario selection

■ Optimized number of clusters to determine the minimum number of clusters that
best describes the historical data used in the analysis and that best meets business
objectives defined during the design of the clusters

■ Enhanced Batch Neural Gas (BaNG) clustering algorithm:

- Enhanced capabilities around mixed attribute clustering (ranging from
numeric to discreet)

- Improved seasonality and size profile results

■ Simple manual movement of stores between clusters

■ Mixed attributes supported for the assigning of weights to attributes. A user can
define the weights assigned to each attribute that defines the type of data. For
example, yogurt might be defined by size, flavor, and so on. Size could be
assigned a weight of 30 % and flavor 10%. Or an attribute could be assigned 0%
and not be included in the calculation.

■ The solution also supports consumer centric clustering, a key enabler for driving
consumer centricity through the enterprise.

- Consumer centric clustering allows retailers to create logical groupings of
stores or products based on performance metrics, attributes and/or other
information, such as consumer segment and/or space information, that can be
utilized in downstream planning, pricing, allocation, and other execution
processes.
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■ The solution enables retailers to create store clusters that can be used in assortment
planning processes (such as those used in Oracle Retail Assortment Planning),
facilitating consumer centric assortment creation. The Product and Location levels
(for example, a Category for a Trading Area as opposed to a Category for a
Banner) for which the store clusters are generated, determines how they are used
in the planning and execution processes.

■ Store clustering provides retailers with the ability to perform the following:

- Identify clusters of stores based on actual performance (for example, sales
dollars, units sold, and so on) and consumer buying behavior, enabling the
development of truly consumer-centric marketing, merchandising, space and
price strategies.

- Analyze and identify key attributes to better tailor the assortment and to align
the right product to the right consumer segment.

- Analyze store clusters to identify demographic, psychographic, or geographic
similarities.

Market Basket Analysis
Market Basket Analysis employs data mining to provide insight into the correlation
among products in a customer's basket. Retailers can leverage product affinity results
to plan promotions, optimize product placement, and support store planogram
decisions. Prepackaged integration sends Market Basket Analysis outputs to Oracle
Retail Analytics, which provides dashboards to view product affinities and contains
additional metric calculations. For example, halo metrics measure the sales impact on
regular-price items that have affinity with an item being promoted.

Technical Overview
The technical abilities described below are included in this release.

Configuration Capabilities
■ User interface

- Labels, date masks

- Oracle Metadata Services (MDS) utilized for personalization and
customization

- Metadata leveraged for Clustering

■ "Pluggable" science, where retailers can exchange analytic metrics

■ Computation scalability

- User interface: The connection to the cluster

- Middle tier: The coherence cluster configuration

- Database: The connection configuration
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Batch Scripts
As part of a batch run, scripts have been developed for ORME for both data import
and data exports.

Hardware and Software Requirements
See the Oracle Retail Modeling Engine Installation Guide for information about the
following:

■ Hardware and software requirements

■ Oracle Retail application software compatibility

Product Support Considerations
For product support and logged defects, the new product identifier for Oracle Retail
Modeling Engine is 10511. Each logged defect will be analyzed to determine the source
of the reported issue.

Known Issues
The Known Issues described below are included in this release.

■ Translation: Not all labels and strings were translated prior to the 14.0 Release. As
a consequence, some screens and pop-ups may show some English words and
phrases even after correctly configuring the application to use a different
language.

■ User Interface (UI) Consistency: The user may notice some inconsistencies in the
appearance of text, pop-ups, and placement of Icons between screens and the
applications in ORME. Oracle strives for a consistent look and feel and fixes are in
active development.

■ The Oracle Retail Advanced Science Engine (ORASE) Implementation Guide is in
development. Partners and retailers are encouraged to check the Oracle Retail
documentation site to locate the latest version of the guide once it is published:
http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/documentation/oracle-retail-100266.ht
ml

Known issues in Demand Transference
■ In the Manage Models task, the retention histogram item counts may differ

slightly from the count of rows in the detailed data table. This issue can be the
result of varying degrees of data precision between the histogram and the actual
data.

■ In the Manage Models task, in some rare cases, when a maximum substitutable
demand percentage is being edited, a bug causes the system to calculate a new
value that is greater than the user-supplied value.

■ In the DT Data Filtering UI, the Relative Sales Distribution histogram shows null
values as an extra column with a range 0.0-0.0. The null values come from the
Baseline sales table, which may which may contain null sales records for some
weeks.
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Known issues in Customer Decision Tree (CDT)
■ When re-running a CDT calculation, after clicking the pop-up to approve

overriding the previous result, a state can arise where the application reports that
the calculation is already running.

■ Under some circumstances, Attributes displayed in the Data Setup UI display a
number instead of a name. This issue can occur when manually adding a new
category selection.

Known issues in Advanced Clustering
■ Performance Attribute clustering fails for a scenario where any attribute weight is

set to 0.

■ Executing a scenario for store attributes generates only one cluster regardless of
the number of clusters set.

■ In consumer segment attribute-based clustering, the clusters being generated are
not named logically. The cluster names are supposed to be numbered sequentially
based on the how many cluster were created (for example, cluster_1, cluster_2,
and so on) but currently, the number skips, causing confusion to the user.

■ In Manage Store Clusters, clusters with zero stores are not displayed.

■ The UI performance is slow when navigating in the explore data and scenario
setup.

■ Generate Store Clusters does not consistently generate the minimum number of
clusters defined during setup.

■ In Performance Attribute Clustering, sales data for some stores are incomplete or
missing.

Related Documentation
For more information, see the following documents in the Oracle Retail Modeling
Engine (ORME), Release 14.0 documentation set:

■ Oracle Retail Modeling Engine Installation Guide

■ Oracle Retail Modeling Engine User Guide

■ Oracle Retail Advanced Science Engine Security Guide

Supplemental Training on My Oracle Support

Transfer of Information (TOI) Material (ID 732026.1)
Online training is available to Oracle supported customers at product release. These
online courses provide release-specific product knowledge that enables your
functional and technical teams to plan, implement and/or upgrade and support
Oracle Retail applications effectively and efficiently.
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Documentation Accessibility
For information about Oracle's commitment to accessibility, visit the Oracle
Accessibility Program website at
http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=docacc.

Access to Oracle Support
Oracle customers have access to electronic support through My Oracle Support. For
information, visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=info or
visit http://www.oracle.com/pls/topic/lookup?ctx=acc&id=trs if you are hearing
impaired.
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Value-Added Reseller (VAR) Language

Oracle Retail VAR Applications

The following restrictions and provisions only apply to the programs referred to in this section and licensed to you. You acknowledge that the
programs may contain third party software (VAR applications) licensed to Oracle. Depending upon your product and its version number, the VAR
applications may include:

(i) the MicroStrategy Components developed and licensed by MicroStrategy Services Corporation (MicroStrategy) of McLean, Virginia to Oracle
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purposes of competitive discovery.

The VAR Applications contain trade secrets of Oracle and Oracle's licensors and Customer shall not attempt, cause, or permit the alteration,
decompilation, reverse engineering, disassembly or other reduction of the VAR Applications to a human perceivable form. Oracle reserves the right
to replace, with functional equivalent software, any of the VAR Applications in future releases of the applicable program.
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